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Abstract: The first Part, after a short review on the features of social media 

“mediatisation” tackles “populism” in the mainstream ideational approach, pointing 

out that liberalism cannot be limited to the “liberal” American credo. Populist rhetoric 

is a social look, not a public policy. The second Part tackles the new social media in 

USA from 2016 to 2021. To measure the personal use of new social media, we adopt 

the Aggregate Engagement Index (AEI), made up by the sum of the followers in 

Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. We, first, compare the campaigns of the non populist 

former US President, democratic, Barack Obama, with an high AEI who defeated two 

non populist Republican candidates with a low AEI. Then, the Republican populist 

Donald Trump, with a major AEI who defeated the Democrat Hillary Clinton, 

sponsored by Obama, then won by the non populist Democrat Joe Biden, sponsored by 

Obama too. In general, a big AEI gave success and defeats, because of the reality 

delude and of the polarisation due to the eco camera of the high AEI. The last Part, 

confronts the IAEI of 75 leaders populist and not populist of right and left of the 30 

countries observed in 3 continents, normalized by their population. We conclude that 

there is no evidence for the thesis of a relation of the rise of populism, particularly of 

the right wing and the rise of the new social media audience. A big use of them, in 

general, is more relevant for the leaders of the left than for leaders the right. 
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